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Abstract

One of the pervasive challenges in landscape genetics is detecting gene flow patterns

within continuous populations of highly mobile wildlife. Understanding population

genetic structure within a continuous population can give insights into social structure,

movement across the landscape and contact between populations, which influence

ecological interactions, reproductive dynamics or pathogen transmission. We investi-

gated the genetic structure of a large population of deer spanning the area of Wisconsin

and Illinois, USA, affected by chronic wasting disease. We combined multiscale

investigation, landscape genetic techniques and spatial statistical modelling to address

the complex questions of landscape factors influencing population structure. We

sampled over 2000 deer and used spatial autocorrelation and a spatial principal

components analysis to describe the population genetic structure. We evaluated

landscape effects on this pattern using a spatial autoregressive model within a model

selection framework to test alternative hypotheses about gene flow. We found high

levels of genetic connectivity, with gradients of variation across the large continuous

population of white-tailed deer. At the fine scale, spatial clustering of related animals

was correlated with the amount and arrangement of forested habitat. At the broader

scale, impediments to dispersal were important to shaping genetic connectivity within

the population. We found significant barrier effects of individual state and interstate

highways and rivers. Our results offer an important understanding of deer biology and

movement that will help inform the management of this species in an area where

overabundance and disease spread are primary concerns.
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Introduction

Examining gene flow patterns for large continuous

wildlife populations presents a substantial challenge

within the landscape genetics field. Yet there is increas-

ing need to understand genetic processes within these
nce: Stacie J. Robinson, Fax: 608 262 9922;

.j.robinson@gmail.com
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populations, particularly in cases with overabundant

wildlife (Garroway et al. 2008), disease risks (Cross

et al. 2008), human–wildlife conflicts (Henderson et al.

2000) and negative ecological impacts of overpopulation

(Côté et al. 2004). Understanding population genetic

structure within a continuous population can provide

insights into social structure, movement, reproductive

dynamics, ecological interactions or pathogen transmis-

sion. While many landscape genetics studies focus on
ublic domain in the USA.
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identifying clusters of individuals and measuring

genetic differentiation among distinct subpopulations

(Storfer et al. 2010), there is a growing interest in large-

scale continuous animal populations (Balkenhol et al.

2009; Schwartz & McKelvey 2009; Segelbacher et al.

2010; Storfer et al. 2010). Several novel methods have

recently been developed or applied in landscape genet-

ics to address these subtle questions about population

structure (Borcard et al. 2004; Dray et al. 2006; Jombart

et al. 2008; Epperson et al. 2010).

The white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) popula-

tion in the Midwestern United States provides an excel-

lent case study for application of these emerging

landscape genetic methods. The population is burgeon-

ing, widespread and continuously distributed over the

landscape. Deer are highly mobile, habitat generalists

and adapted to human populations throughout the

region (Hirth 1977; Lesage et al. 2000; Kilpatrick et al.

2001). Deer densities frequently exceed 40 per km2,

impact natural ecosystems (Bartelt et al. 2003) and are

important to local economies (over 600 000 hunting

licences annually in Wisconsin alone; Wisconsin Depart-

ment of Natural Resources, 2003). But overpopulation

also has negative impacts including forest disturbance

(Rooney 2001; Côté et al. 2004), agricultural damage

(Fagerstone & Clay 1997; Retamosa et al. 2008), elevated

risk of deer–vehicle collisions (�1.5 million annually in

the US; Mastro et al. 2008), and transmission and

spread of bovine tuberculosis and chronic wasting dis-

ease (O’Brien et al. 2002; Williams et al. 2002).

Given the high mobility and complex social structure

of white-tailed deer, different processes act to shape

population structure at different scales. At the fine

scale, deer populations are organized by social groups

of related female deer, with successive generations of

females establishing home ranges overlapping their

mother’s (as described by the ‘rose petal hypothesis’

refering to the expanding pattern of home ranges of

related females; Porter et al. 1991). This social organiza-

tion can produce localized clusters of genetically related

animals within populations (Mathews & Porter 1993;

Purdue et al. 2000; Wang & Schreiber 2001; Grear et al.

2006). Local habitat quality and arrangement can influ-

ence the home range requirements of individuals and

the degree of overlap between social groups (Kohn &

Mooty 1971; Larson et al. 1978; Schauber et al. 2007).

At a broader scale, different biological processes and

landscape features affect genetic connectivity and

admixture beyond the localized groups. In white-tailed

deer, males disperse at higher rates than females and

may move considerable distances, homogenizing

genetic composition (Hawkins & Klimstra 1970; Nixon

et al. 1991; Nelson 1993; Rosenberry et al. 1999).

Although average male dispersal distances in the Mid-
Published 2012. This article is a
west range from 5 to 10 km, and commonly up to

20 km (Larson et al. 1978; Wozencraft 1978; Ishmael

1984; Skuldt et al. 2008), both direction and distance of

dispersal may depend on habitat quality and arrange-

ment (Marchinton & Hirth 1984; Wiegand et al. 1999;

Wiens 2001; Long et al. 2005). Landscape features such

as roads, fences and rivers might additionally restrict

deer movement (Coulon et al. 2006; Perez-Espona et al.

2008).

We employed a novel combination of multiscale

investigation, multivariate techniques and spatial mod-

elling to address the complex questions of how land-

scape factors affect the degree of genetic clustering

among social groups at the local scale and shape

genetic connectivity at the landscape scale. We

addressed three research questions: (i) whether the pop-

ulation structure of white-tailed deer in the Wisconsin–

Illinois area is best described by distinct population

subdivisions or a continuous gradient of genetic varia-

tion; (ii) what habitat characteristics affect local genetic

structure at the scale of social groups; and (iii) what

habitat factors or potential dispersal barriers shape gene

flow within the population at a landscape scale. We

used a combination of spatial statistics and ordination

to describe landscape genetic patterns, but these analy-

ses fall short of explaining the mechanisms behind the

observed genetic structure. Therefore, we constructed

spatial autoregressive models within a model selection

framework to test alternative hypotheses about land-

scape influences on gene flow.
Materials and methods

Study area and landscape variables

Our research took place in chronic wasting disease

management zones of southern Wisconsin (approxi-

mately 23 300 km2 in 15 counties) and northern Illinois

(approximately 8800 km2 in six counties) (Fig. 1) where

deer tissues were collected for disease surveillance

(Shelton & McDonald 2010; Wisconsin Dept. Natural

Resources, 2010). Our study area encompassed a hetero-

geneous landscape covering several ecoregions with

varying levels of urbanization and potential natural and

anthropogenic barriers to animal movement. The region

was comprised of the heavily forested Western Coulee

and Ridge (WCR) and grassland Southwest Savanna

ecoregions (SWS) in the west, and the agriculture-domi-

nated Southeast Glacial Plains (EGP) in the east (Omer-

nik 1987). The EGP was the most urbanized landscape

in the region, containing Madison, WI, and Rockford,

IL, as well as other metropolitan areas along interstate

corridors. A continental climate dominates the study

area with warm summers and cold, snowy winters (WI
US Government work and is in the public domain in the USA.



Fig. 1 Study area for landscape genet-

ics analysis of white-tailed deer in the

Midwestern (Wisconsin and Illinois),

USA. Sample townships (black) are

shown relative to the systematic grid

used to ensure even sample coverage

over the broad study area. Data from a

pilot area (dashed outline) were used to

determine the sampling design, which

included approximately 30 individuals

from each of 64 townships.
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State Climatology Office, 2008). But winters were mild

enough that deer were not seasonally migratory, as seen

in more severe climates (Nelson 1995).

We investigated habitat characteristics and dispersal

barriers previously shown to impact deer movement

(Long 2006; Blanchong et al. 2008). Landscape variables

were summarized at the scale of Public Land Survey

System townships (9.6 km · 9.6 km) (classifications for

each township shown in Fig. 2). We used three vari-

ables to describe the broad-scale ecological characteris-

tics and site-specific habitat in each township.

Ecoregion classification (ECO) described the ecological

community in and surrounding the township (based on

the ecoregions defined above). Per cent forest canopy

cover (CAN) provided a measure of potential deer habi-

tat in a township (Rolley 2007; Storm 2011) and can

affect both population density and dispersal patterns

(Long et al. 2005; Joly et al. 2006). CAN was calculated

from the national landcover database as the per cent of

each township covered by deciduous forest canopy (Fry

et al. 2009). Because habitat fragmentation has been

related to deer space use and dispersal (Nixon et al.

1991, 2008; Etter et al. 2002; Long et al. 2005), we used

the landscape metric per cent like adjacency (ADJ) to

indicate the level of continuity or fragmentation of for-

est patches within each township (calculated as the pro-

portion of deciduous forest patches adjacent to another

forest patch vs. nonforest, using FRAGSTATS; McGarigal &

Marks 1995). We also evaluated three variables fre-

quently suggested as impediments to deer gene flow:

interstates, state-level highways and major rivers (Long

et al. 2005; Coulon et al. 2006; Joly et al. 2006; Blan-

chong et al. 2008). Interstates comprised large divided
Published 2012. This article is a US Government work and is in the p
(federally managed) highways with 2–3 traffic lanes in

each direction, whereas state-managed highways were

typically not divided and consisted of 1 (sometimes 2)

traffic lane in each direction. Major rivers were desig-

nated by the Wisconsin Department of Natural

Resources as those that maintained permanent high-vol-

ume water flow. We classified townships based on their

location on opposite sides of interstate highways I39 ⁄ 90,

I43 and I94 (INT); state highways 12, 14, 18, 20, 51, 151

and (HWY); and the Wisconsin, Rock and Yahara Riv-

ers (RIV), thus creating categorical variables represent-

ing geographic zones as shown in Fig. 2.
Sampling

We conducted a pilot study using microsatellite data

from over 1300 samples collected from 2001 to 2006

(pilot area shown in Fig. 1, data from microsatellites

obtained as described for the full data set below; Grear

et al. 2010) to determine sampling needed to represent

the genetic variation in the local population and detect

subtle genetic patterns in a large, dense, continuous

deer population with relatively high gene flow (Grear

et al. 2006; Blanchong et al. 2008). We found no tempo-

ral trend in fine-scale genetic patterns (no significant

change in allele frequencies from 2001 to 2006, calcu-

lated in GENEPOP; Raymond & Rousset 1995) and there-

fore pooled deer sampled across several years. We also

found no subdivision of populations within the four

township area considered (performed in STRUCTURE, Prit-

chard et al. 2000, K = 1 within the 310-km2 pilot area),

and thus we concluded that a single township could

adequately represent a neighbourhood of at least four
ublic domain in the USA.
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Fig. 2 Study area maps show variation

in the predictor variables used in spatial

genetic models for white-tailed deer in

the Midwestern USA. Variables mea-

sured at each sample township described

potential dispersal barriers [INT

(A) = zones defined by intervening inter-

state highways, 4–6 lanes divided roads

with high traffic, HWY (B) = zones

defined by intervening state highways,

typically 2 lanes with moderate traffic,

RIV (C) = zones defined by intervening

rivers of class four or five water volume]

and habitat features [ECO (D) = ecore-

gion classification, CAN (E) = % forest

canopy, ADJ (F) = % like adjacency mea-

suring continuity of forest habitat).
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townships. Our pilot analysis (rarefaction curve of allele

numbers for samples of 5–500 per township) further

indicated that the allelic composition of a township was

adequately captured by 30 deer.

We employed a hierarchical design to achieve a sam-

ple intensity representing fine-scale genetic patterns

and also sufficiently widespread to capture landscape-

scale patterns in gene flow. We divided the study

region into a grid with cells of 19.3 km · 19.3 km

(encompassing four townships; Fig. 1). We then ran-

domly sampled deer from one township from most grid

cell (in the few cases, samples were inadequate from

the randomly selected township, the township contain-

ing the most deer samples was selected, and grid cells

in which no township contained adequate samples were

skipped). This created a systematic coverage of the area

with 64 sampled townships separated by a variety of

distances. Within each township, we attempted to sam-

ple 40 adult female deer to characterize the local gene
Published 2012. This article is a
pool. We used only females to maximize the detection

of population structure and minimize noise introduced

by male migrants (Rassmann et al. 1997).

Deer were sampled between 2001 and 2010 as part of

disease monitoring programmes conducted by the WI

and IL Departments of Natural Resources (DNRs).

Lymph nodes were collected by DNR staff when animals

were harvested or registered. Samples were georefer-

enced to the Public Land Survey System section

(2.56 km2) where the animal was harvested. All WI sam-

ples were collected from hunter-harvested deer. Harvest

intensity was lower in IL, so samples were collected from

hunter-harvest and sharpshooting by IL DNR (part of

CWD monitoring and control efforts). Because sharp-

shooting was highly localized, with many deer collected

from a single shooting station, we sampled individuals

from as many shooting stations as possible and only used

animals culled on different dates to avoid sampling-

related groups that might arrive at sharpshooting
US Government work and is in the public domain in the USA.
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stations together and to distribute samples over the land-

scape similar to hunter-harvested samples.
Genetic data

Whole-genomic DNA was extracted from approxi-

mately 10 mg of lymph node using the Qiagen DNeasy

tissue extraction kit (Qiagen Ltd., Crawley, West Sussex,

UK). Extracted DNA was quantified using a Sapphire II

UV spectrometer, then diluted to 25 ng DNA ⁄ lL H2O.

Individuals were genotyped using a suite of 15 highly

variable microsatellite markers (Table S1, Supporting

information). All PCR were performed using a Qiagen

multiplex kit containing a pre-optimized mix of Taq

enzyme, dNTPs, MgCl2 and buffering chemicals. Reac-

tions were run using the thermoprofile prescribed by

the Qiagen kit, with marker-specific annealing tempera-

tures and primer concentrations detailed in Table S1

(Supporting information). The labelled fragments were

visualized using an ABI 3730 capillary sequencer

(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) and analy-

sed using GENEMARKER software from Softgenetics (Soft-

genetics, State College, PA, USA). We replicated PCR

and genotype analysis for approximately 10% of all

samples and determined error rates between replicates.

As preliminary analysis, we tested for deviations from

Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) and linkage equi-

librium (LE) using GENEPOP (Raymond & Rousset 1995).
Detection of population subdivision

We used a spatially explicit Bayesian population assign-

ment algorithm to determine whether the study area con-

stituted a single population or should be subdivided into

genetically distinct groups. The test was performed in

BAPS v5.1 (Corander et al. 2008), which finds the most

likely grouping of individuals to maximize HWE and LE

through stochastic optimization. Unlike nonspatial popu-

lation assignments, which use uninformative priors, the

spatial test assumes that populations should be spatially

cohesive with higher probability of nearby samples being

assigned to the same population (Corander et al. 2008).

Data for the assignment test consisted of each individ-

ual’s multilocus genotype and spatial coordinates of the

harvest location (based on the centroid of the PLSS sec-

tion (2.6 km · 2.6 km) identified by the hunter). We con-

ducted five iterations of tests for each potential number

of subpopulations (K) varying from 1 to 10 to extend far

beyond numbers of populations that might be expected.
Fine-scale social structure

At the fine scale, we used correlograms to explore the

patterns of spatial clustering among genetically related
Published 2012. This article is a US Government work and is in the p
animals. Correlograms have been used to explore con-

tinuous spatial genetic patterns across the full range of

a species (Quemere et al. 2010) or spanning heteroge-

neous habitats within a species range (Gauffre et al.

2008) (see overviews in Wagner et al. 2005; Guillot et al.

2009). We constructed correlograms showing the degen-

eration of spatial association with increasing distance

classes (using the ‘r’ statistic in the ‘Multiple D Class’

routine in GENALEX 6; Peakall & Smouse 2006). We used

distance classes of 2 km because this approximates the

PLSS section (1 mi2 or 2.6 km2) at which samples were

collected, and ensured an adequate number of pairs

within each distance class. We plotted separate correlo-

grams for each ecoregion to assess the influence of

broad-scale landscapes on local patterns of relatedness

and to identify genetic neighbourhoods.

We hypothesized that local genetic structure would

be correlated with habitat characteristics within the

township that affect social group organization and

genetic neighbourhood size (Hirth 1977; Wang & Schre-

iber 2001). We constructed generalized linear models

(glm) in R (R Development Core Team, 2008) to relate

habitat variables to the average level of genetic related-

ness (rxy) between all deer pairs within each township

(calculated in SpagEdi; Hardy & Vekemans 2007; Quel-

ler & Goodnight 1989). These models used ECO, CAN

and ADJ as the habitat predictor variables. The best

model was chosen based on AIC score, and for closely

competing models (DAIC £ 2), we averaged model coef-

ficients (Burnham & Anderson 2002). Fit of the final

model was assessed using residual deviance to measure

improvement in likelihood between the selected and

the null models.
Broad-scale population connectivity

To identify broad-scale spatial genetic patterns, we

employed spatial principal component analysis (sPCA)

(see overviews in Jombart et al. 2008, 2009), which com-

bines multivariate allele frequencies and spatial auto-

correlation, to summarize genetic variation and its

spatial pattern. This multivariate ordination technique

can summarize a large multivariate data set using a few

highly informative and uncorrelated factors, the ‘princi-

pal components’ (McGarigal & Cushman 2000). Our

data matrix consisted of allele frequencies in each sam-

ple township, and the resulting sPCA component axes

were scaled to preserve this genetic relationship among

townships, as well as spatial dependence between them.

This is accomplished by optimizing the maximum

eigenvector scores based on the product of genetic vari-

ance and Moran’s I values. We plotted the principal

component eigenvalues to evaluate their relative infor-

mation and determine the number of informative sPCA
ublic domain in the USA.
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axes (Legendre & Legendre 1998; Jombart et al. 2008,

2009). Additionally, we used factor loading plots to

judge the contribution of each allele and locus to the

sPCA and to assess the degree of clinal or clustered

genetic structure in the population. We performed the

sPCA using the adegenet package in R; we chose the

inverse distance weighting option to include all possible

township pairs in the spatial neighbourhood matrix

(Jombart et al. 2008).

Each sampled township was assigned a score on each

sPCA axis representing its position in the multidimen-

sional space of genetic variability relative to all other

townships. These sPCA scores provided site-specific

measures of genetic structure that simultaneously

accounted for genetic variability and broad-scale spatial

structure. We constructed regression models to test the

association of landscape variables with this genetic

structure using sPCA scores on each axis as response

variables for each township. These site-based measures,

as opposed to pairwise genetic distances, allowed us to

determine which landscape variables predicted genetic

structure (Jombart et al. 2009), were essential to meeting

the independence assumptions of regression analysis

and facilitated the use of model selection methods

(Burnham & Anderson 2002).

We hypothesized that landscape-scale genetic struc-

ture might be influenced by habitat characteristics at

each township, barriers to movement between town-

ships or a combination of these factors. As an explor-

atory step, we computed partial Mantel tests to assess

whether each variable (ECO, CAN, ADJ, INT, HWY,

RIV) explained significant genetic variation after

accounting for isolation by distance. We considered

genetic distance measured as the Euclidean distance

between sampled township coordinates on the two

sPCA axes. We measured landscape distance as the dif-

ference in numerical measures (CAN, ADJ) or as cate-

gorical zones (Fig. 2B) for barrier variables (i.e.

distance = 0 between townships within the same barrier

zone, distance = 1 between townships separated by a

putative barrier, tests calculated using the ZT software;

Bonnet & Van de Peer 2007).

While the sPCA scores represent the broad-scale spa-

tial patterns of genetic variation, they do not specifically

account for the isolation-by-distance process (Jombart

et al. 2008). Therefore, we constructed spatial autore-

gressive models to simultaneously account for isolation

by distance and evaluate the effect of landscape features

on the observed genetic structure. We used a spatially

lagged regression to assess the effect of multiple param-

eters while accounting for spatial autocorrelation in the

response variable (Legendre & Legendre 1998). Using

the lagsarlm routine in the spdep package (Bivand et al.

2011) within R, we fit the model:
Published 2012. This article is a
Gi¼q�Wij � Gj þ b � X þ e ðeqn 1Þ

where Gi represents the genetic measure (sPCA score)

at township i and Gj represents scores measured at

other townships. Wij is the weight matrix that deter-

mines the relative influence of township j on township

i. The weight matrix was constructed for all possible

pairs of townships based on the inverse of the distance

between them. We chose the inverse distance weighting

because this best approximates the expectation of spa-

tial autocorrelation from isolation by distance. In the

spatially lagged model, q accounts for the lack of inde-

pendence among townships. The contribution of predic-

tor variables is determined by fitting the linear function

b *X and estimating the effects (b) of the included envi-

ronmental variables (X). Finally, e is the residual error.

We used a hierarchical model selection procedure

based on an information theoretic approach. We sepa-

rately evaluated the contribution of either habitat vari-

ables (ECO, CAN and ADJ) or barrier variables (INT,

HWY and RIV) in explaining the sPCA genetic pattern.

Alternative models from either set were selected based

on the lowest AIC score (or within DAIC < 2 from the

lowest). We then considered the best models from each

set and combinations thereof. The final set of candidate

models containing habitat and barrier variables were

also evaluated based on AIC score (and ⁄ or averaged

based on AIC weights in the event of closely competing

models with DAIC < 2) (Burnham & Anderson 2002).

We evaluated model goodness of fit by residual devi-

ance (as above) and R2. While inclusion in the model

indicated that a predictor variable impacted genetic

structure, we also tested whether specific landscape fea-

tures (individual interstates, highways, rivers) consti-

tuted significant barriers to gene flow. To accomplish

this, we used z tests to compare model regression coeffi-

cients between zones separated by a single potential bar-

rier (i.e. INT zones A vs. B separated by interstate

I90 ⁄ I94). If regression coefficients differed significantly

between zones on either side of a putative barrier, we

concluded that sample townships were more similar to

one another within zones and differed significantly

between zones, thus indicating a barrier effect differenti-

ating townships on either side of that landscape feature.
Results

Genetic data

In total, we genotyped 2069 deer from 64 townships,

averaging 32 deer per sampled township (range 10–72).

We sampled adult female deer with an average age of

2.76 years. The locus OBCAM performed poorly with
US Government work and is in the public domain in the USA.
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15% missing data and >5% error, so it was dropped from

the data set, leaving 14 loci for analysis. Error rates for all

other loci were low (1–3%) and missing data were mini-

mal (Table 1). Five locus pairs (RT23-RT7, BM1225–

BM4208, RT27-BM4208, RT27-OarFCB193, and RT9-Oar-

FCB193) showed linkage disequilibrium after Bonferroni

correction for multiple tests (0.05 ⁄ 91 pairwise tests signif-

icance = a < 0.0006). However, Wilson et al. (1997) dem-

onstrated no linkage among these loci; thus, our result

likely relates to structure within the population rather

than physical linkage between loci. Six loci were out of

HWE after correcting for multiple tests (0.05 ⁄ 14 locus-

based tests significance = a < 0.0036). Deviations from

HWE were also likely attributable to population sub-

structure as genotyping error rates were not elevated for

these loci and they showed strong spatial structuring

based on loading scores for the sPCA axes (below).
Detection of population subdivision

The Bayesian assignment test indicated that deer in our

study area were not divided into genetically distinct

subpopulations (posterior probability of K = 1 was 1),

indicating a single genetic population, continuous over

a broad geographic scale. Thus, our remaining land-

scape genetic analyses examine subtle genetic patterns

within a single genetic population rather than between

separate populations.
Fine-scale social structure

Correlograms showed that clustering of genetic similar-

ity was greatest at short distances (2–6 km), although
Table 1 Microsatellite characteristics and data quality for genotypes

of data quality, we present the number of alleles for each polymorph

cients (Fis) and observed vs. expected ratios of homozygotes (HO), a

exact test of Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (Pval HWE)

Locus No. of alleles % Missing data Fis

BM 6506 14 4.592 0.099

BM 1225 12 3.142 0.040

N 24 5.607 0.038

RT 23 20 3.287 0.020

BM 4107 17 1.982 0.017

Oar 193 18 6.235 0.015

RT 27 18 4.592 0.006

BM 6438 13 7.347 0.010

BM 4208 19 6.815 0.085

Cervid 1 19 2.127 0.011

Cervid 2 15 4.447 0.166

IGF 1 15 2.320 0.003

RT 7 17 3.335 0.029

RT 9 11 2.465 0.121

*Corrected a = 0.0036.

Published 2012. This article is a US Government work and is in the p
differences in fine-scale population structure were

apparent among ecoregions (Fig. 3). The degree of

genetic autocorrelation declined with increasing dis-

tance beyond which individuals became mixed more

randomly. The EGP and SWS had similar correlograms,

while genetic autocorrelation was substantially higher

in the WCR region. While the correlograms indicated

differences across ecoregions, linear models identified

the amount and arrangement of forest habitat as the

best predictors of relatedness within townships

(CAN + ADJ was the model with lowest AIC, DAIC = 3

for the second best model including ECO). Genetic

relatedness was higher in heavily forested townships

(CAN coefficient = 0.0007, P = 0.001) and also increased

with higher forest fragmentation (ADJ coeffi-

cient = )0.001, P = 0.0002).
Broad-scale population connectivity

The sPCA revealed clinal patterns in allele frequencies

across our study landscape. The first two sPCA axes

accounted for most of the spatial genetic pattern in the

data. The first two eigenvalues were 0.020 and 0.011,

while the remaining eigenvalues were <0.004, indicating

that the majority of the data structure was accounted

for on the first two axes. Factor scores for the first two

sPCA axes displayed a different, orthogonal gradient in

the genetic structure (Fig. 4B,D) and were retained for

further modelling. sPCA1 showed a genetic cline from

the northwest to southeast, and alleles from Cervid1, N

and RT 7 were the most informative (Fig. 4A). sPCA2

showed northeast to southwest cline and was related to

variation in BM4107, BM6438 and RT7 allele frequencies
generated for Midwestern white-tailed deer. As basic measures

ic locus, the amount of data missing for each, inbreeding coeffi-

nd heterozygotes (HE), and finally, P values associated with an

HOexp : HOobs HEexp : HEobs Pval HWE

0.518 0.878 <0.000*

0.890 1.041 <0.000*

0.716 1.061 <0.000*

0.822 1.021 0.014

0.912 1.022 0.040

0.986 1.002 0.013

0.901 1.019 0.135

0.873 1.027 0.035

0.484 1.122 <0.000*

0.889 1.029 <0.000*

0.522 1.212 <0.000*

0.998 1.000 0.902

0.839 1.025 0.069

0.936 1.017 0.140

ublic domain in the USA.



Fig. 3 Variation among ecoregions in

fine-scale population genetic structure

of white-tailed deer in the Midwestern

USA. Correlograms for each ecoregion

show the distance-based decline in spa-

tial clustering of related genotypes.
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(Fig. 4C). sPCA1 had a more consistent and gradual

gradient, while sPCA2 showed abrupt spatial changes

in factor scores.

As expected for a spatial ordination, the genetic pat-

tern depicted by each sPCA axis was strongly related to

distance, so accounting for local spatial autocorrelation

in our model of sPCA scores was crucial in distinguish-

ing the role of landscape features from spatial distance.

Inclusion of the spatial autocorrelation parameter (q)

substantially improved model performance (sPCA 1

q = 0.827, SE = 0.115, DAIC = 8.350 from nonspatial lin-

ear model: sPCA 2 q = 0.796, SE = 0.137, DAIC = 4.560

from nonspatial linear model). Noting the strong spatial

cline in sPCA scores, we can expect that the q parame-

ter alone should have substantial power to explain the

data; we judged this by looking at the R2 for the q-only

model (sPCA1, R2 = 0.794; sPCA2, R2 = 0.787). To deter-

mine the contribution of landscape factors, we then

evaluated the improvement of model fit achieved with

the addition of explanatory landscape variables. Land-

scape variables substantially improved model fit (see

AIC scores in Table S2, Supporting information) and

predictive performance (increases to R2 for sPCA1 =

0.112 and for sPCA2 = 0.103).

Our spatial autoregressive models indicated that,

beyond isolation by distance, potential impediments to

dispersal played the biggest role in shaping broad-scale

genetic connectivity among Midwestern deer. For both

sPCA1 and sPCA2, all three barrier variables were

included in all of the final models (for sPCA1:

q + INT + HWY + RIV, q + INT + HWY + RIV + ECO,

q + INT + HWY + RIV + ECO + CAN all with DAIC < 2
Published 2012. This article is a
and for sPCA2: q + INT + HWY + RIV, q + INT +

HWY + RIV + ECO + ADJ, q + INT + HWY + RIV + E-

CO + ADJ + CAN all with DAIC < 2). Parameter esti-

mates were averaged among the top models (Table S2,

Supporting information). After accounting for model

uncertainty through model averaging, some of the

included parameters were no longer significant. The

regression effect estimates were highest and were signifi-

cant for the barrier variables, whereas ECO effects were

not significant in either the sPCA1 or sPCA2 models, and

CAN and ADJ had very minor effects (near 0 after model

averaging). This indicated that, while habitat features may

have a minor impact on genetic structure, the barriers we

measured made the most important contribution to pre-

dicting genetic structure across the study landscape. Par-

tial Mantel tests confirmed that habitat and barrier

variables were significantly correlated with genetic differ-

entiation after accounting for isolation by distance (ADJ:

r = )0.070, P = 0.130; ECO: r = )0.228, P = 0.0001; CAN:

r = )0.154, P = 0.004; INT: r = 0.252, P = 0.0001; HWY:

r = 0.147, P = 0.0001; RIV: r = 0.011, P = 0.006).

Subsequent analysis of regression coefficients showed

that there were specific gene flow impediments of

importance within the general INT, HWY and RIV cate-

gories (Table 2, Fig. 5). A primary north–south barrier

was formed by the coincidence of the I39 ⁄ 90 corridor,

the Rock River and WI highway 51S. While the INT was

only marginally significant in the sPCA1 model, it was

highly significant in the sPCA2 model. Conversely, the

Rock River was highly significant on sPCA1. In an east–

west direction, WI highway 18E-W formed a significant

barrier to gene flow in both sPCA models. The coinci-
US Government work and is in the public domain in the USA.



Fig. 4 sPCA of genetic structure in a white-tailed deer population in the Midwestern USA. Bar graphs show the allelic contributions

(weights) to loading on spatial principal component axes sPCA1 (A) and sPCA2 (C). Height of bars indicates the weight of each

allele (based on 14 microsatellite loci) on each sPCA axis. The map plots show factor loading scores for each sample unit on sPCA1

(B) and sPCA2 (D). Each square represents a sample township. Dark squares indicate positive values, light squares indicate negative

values, and size of the square indicates magnitude of the score on each axis, representing each township’s position relative to the

overall genetic structure of the population. Contour lines illustrate the orthogonal genetic gradients based on interpolation of the

sPCA scores across the study area.
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dence of HWY 18E with interstate I94 may have com-

pounded the effects of these two barriers. The concentra-

tion of major roadways in the eastern and southeastern

portion of the study area led to several significant road

barrier effects (interstates I39 ⁄ 90, I43 and I94 and state

highways 12E, 18E, 20E and 151N, Fig. 5) and coincided

with the steepest portions of the genetic gradient dis-

played in the sPCA axes (Fig. 4B,D).
Discussion

Landscape genetics of white-tailed deer

Our analysis revealed that landscape processes shape

white-tailed deer population structure at varying

scales. At the ecoregion scale, we found that genetic

relatedness was most clustered in the highly forested

WCR and least in the more agricultural ⁄ grassland EGP
Published 2012. This article is a US Government work and is in the p
and SWS regions (Fig. 3). We further found that

genetic relatedness within sample townships increased

with both the amount and fragmentation of forested

habitat. We expect this reflects higher density and

philopatry of related social groups in areas with dense

forest habitat. Previous research has shown that home

range requirements are smaller in contiguous high-

quality habitat (Lesage et al. 2000), leading to higher

population density and greater spatial clustering of

genetically related individuals (Wang & Schreiber

2001). Female deer are also more likely to disperse in

open landscapes where habitat resources are sparse

(Nixon et al. 1991; Nelson & Mech 1992). Dispersal

distances also tend to be greater in areas with less for-

est cover or more fragmented forest habitat (Long

et al. 2005; Nixon et al. 2008). Animals might also shift

between summer- and winter-use areas in agricultural

habitat as in the EGP, where fields become unsuitable
ublic domain in the USA.
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Fig. 5 Landscape patterns illustrating

population genetic structure of white-

tailed deer in the Midwestern USA. Bar-

riers to genetic connectivity were

detected through multiple regression in

a spatial autoregressive format. This

map combines factors that contributed

significantly to explaining genetic gradi-

ents portrayed by both sPCA1 and

sPCA2. Sample townships are shown in

colour gradients representing relative

positions on the sPCA axes; gradation

of red indicates sPCA1; gradation of

green indicates sPCA2.
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once crops are cut. Higher dispersal or seasonal move-

ment could lead to looser organization of kin groups,

which might produce lower autocorrelation in the less

forested ecosystems and the positive association of for-

est cover with fine-scale genetic relatedness.

At the broader scale, landscape connectivity among

deer was determined primarily by natural and anthro-

pogenic impediments to dispersal (Fig. 5). These land-

scape features may exert different influences on deer

movement (whether altering behaviour, habitat choice

or survival as in road mortality; Etter et al. 2002) over

different temporal scales (rivers pose a historic barrier

to gene flow compared with anthropogenic features).

We note that because our data were female biased, the

genetic structure we detected may emphasize the

impact of these dispersal barriers. Although barrier

effects were statistically significant, the assignment test

indicated that sufficient gene flow occurred across these

barriers to maintain connectivity within the population.

We found particularly strong effects where several

impediments occurred in near proximity. For example,

the potential combined effects of the interstate I39 ⁄ 90

corridor along with WI highway 51S and the Rock

River may present substantial limits to gene flow. Such

confounding of features may be common on the land-

scape, for example river valleys frequently facilitate

highway construction, and interstates may often aug-

ment existing highway routes. The coincidence of land-

scape features makes it difficult to quantify the separate

contribution of each feature.

The combination of landscape genetic techniques and

spatial modelling provided a powerful tool for under-

standing connectivity and movement within a dense and

continuous population of white-tailed deer. The sPCA
Published 2012. This article is a
method provided genetic metrics that could be assigned

to each sample township and used in a general linear

model framework allowing us to simultaneously evalu-

ate several landscape variables without subjective, a

priori assignment of weights to any particular feature

(e.g. cost path analysis). Multivariate and regression-

based methods have been recommended as powerful

alternatives to linear distance-based relationships (as in

the Mantel test framework) (Legendre & Fortin 2010).

Such tests are widely used in ecology (Borcard & Legen-

dre 2002; Borcard et al. 2004; Dray et al. 2006) and are

gaining popularity in landscape genetics (Geffen et al.

2004; Guinand 2008; Jombart et al. 2009). The model

selection framework using AIC helped us identify impor-

tant landscape features affecting gene flow and the

spatial association parameter (q) allowed us to account

for isolation by distance while assessing the additional

impact of landscape variables and specific features

(highways, rivers or interstates) that were influential in

differentiating adjacent groups of deer.

Our results complement previous white-tailed deer

research in the Midwest and other areas in North Amer-

ica and offer a valuable expansion or our knowledge of

genetic structure at both fine and broad scale. We found

fine-scale spatial genetic clustering similar to Grear et al.

(2010), who found that first- or second-order relatives

were more likely to be in close proximity than unrelated

deer. Blanchong et al. (2008), using a subset of our study

area, found that highways WI 18W and WI 14W and the

Wisconsin River were barriers to local gene flow. Our

analysis of the wider area confirmed that highways and

rivers act as gene flow barriers. We also found that large

INT in the eastern and western portions of our study

region acted as a major impediment to gene flow between
US Government work and is in the public domain in the USA.
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deer. Rogers et al. (2011) found that certain mitochon-

drial DNA sequences from a portion of our study area

(363 deer from 12 of the WI sample pops) varied across

the landscape similarly to either the sPCA1 or sPCA2

gradients in our findings; though, mtDNA haplotypes

were more clustered on the landscape than our microsat-

ellite data. Our results in the Midwest were similar to

those for white-tailed deer spanning the Canadian prov-

inces of Alberta and Saskatchewan, where Cullingham

et al. (2011) found little evidence for population subdivi-

sion, but detected significant isolation by distance. How-

ever, we found that roads or rivers are impediments to

dispersal and gene flow, as previously suggested for sev-

eral ungulate species (Nussey et al. 2005; Coulon et al.

2006; Perez-Espona et al. 2008; Long et al. 2010), and

these landscape features have become an important focus

of animal movement studies (Forman & Alexander 1998;

Jackson 2000), as well as in landscape genetics (Balkenhol

& Waits 2009).

Our results, however, contrast with those of Kelly

et al. (2010), who found significant population substruc-

ture for a study area of similar size, including a portion

overlapping our study area in north-central Illinois.

Kelly et al. (2010) identified four genetic populations,

including two admixed populations in the central part

of our study area and differentiated populations in spa-

tially disjoint areas to the west and south. Difference in

sample designs appears to be the primary cause of the

different conclusions about population subdivision.

Whereas we sampled deer in random locations within a

systematic grid, Kelly et al. (2010) sampled areas sepa-

rated by 100s of km. Because isolation by distance is a

prevailing genetic pattern for white-tailed deer popula-

tions, sampling clusters of individuals at far-spaced

intervals along the genetic cline may over-represent the

degree of population subdivision (Frantz et al. 2009;

Schwartz & McKelvey 2009). Additionally, we used

more spatially random samples from hunter-harvest,

while Kelly et al. (2010) relied on groups of deer har-

vested at DNR sharpshooting stations. This method is

likely to collect related animals that arrive at baited sta-

tions together and fawns constituted over 38% of their

data set, indicating a significant portion of the data may

have represented undispersed relatives. Studies of alter-

native sampling design have shown that if local areas

of relatedness are confounded with sampling patterns,

assignment programmes may find an artificial associa-

tion between sampling blocks and population clusters

(Schwartz & McKelvey 2009; Storfer et al. 2010).
Management implications

Understanding deer population structure on the Mid-

west landscape has important implications for the
Published 2012. This article is a US Government work and is in the p
future management of this abundant species. In general,

the large spatial scale of gene flow and high connectiv-

ity within the deer population suggests that large man-

agement units should be used to determine harvest and

population goals. It is also important to note that

although we found impediments to gene flow, there

were no absolute barriers subdividing the population.

Thus, the study area contains many potential deer man-

agement units that are clearly interconnected through

high levels of gene flow. Thus, emigration and immi-

gration between management units could impact demo-

graphics used by wildlife managers to establish

population goals. It will be important to treat manage-

ment units as open populations to accurately design

population control measures or harvest regulations.

Infectious disease is increasingly a priority in cervid

management because chronic wasting disease, brucello-

sis, bovine tuberculosis and bovine viral diarrhoea

affect wild cervid populations and raise concern for

livestock health. The processes investigated here rela-

tive to population connectivity and dispersal relate

directly to epidemiological processes of disease trans-

mission between individuals at the fine scale (Altizer

et al. 2003) and spread of disease among populations

with broad-scale connectivity (Ostfeld et al. 2005; Joly

et al. 2006; Real & Biek 2007). Our study area in WI and

IL contained two distinct CWD outbreak areas in the

northwest (WCR between highways 14W and 18W) and

southeast (EGP east of interstate I39 ⁄ 90 and the Rock

River). Our results indicate that fine-scale population

structure differs among these regions with more cluster-

ing in the WCR around the western CWD outbreak.

This level of overlap among social groups indicated

higher potential contact rates among individuals that

could increase local transmission of disease around the

western outbreak area. Conversely, disease may spread

faster across the EGP landscape where more frag-

mented forest habitat lead to longer dispersals. At the

broader scale, dispersing animals are likely to spread

disease beyond social groups to other areas across the

landscape. Knowing that highways, interstates and riv-

ers provide some level of impediment to deer dispersal

might give management agencies the opportunity to

maximize such barriers in efforts to contain or other-

wise manage disease spread.
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